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State failure & market failure
� Optimal division of tasks between state 

and market
� State to intervene if and only if one or 

more of the market failure conditions are 
met

� If state fails to intervene where he should 
intervene => state failure

� If state intervenes where he should not 
intervene => regulatory failure
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If the state fails …
� Description of state failure as negative definition of 

state tasks
� State failures: see as example: Failed States Index 

(Fund for Peace and Foreign Policy) comprising 12 
indicators:

� 3 social indicators: demography, victimisation of 
population groups, brain drain 

� 2 economic indicators: group based poverty, sharp 
GDP decline  

� 6 political indicators: criminalisation of state, 
deterioration of public service, violation of human 
rights, “praetorian guards”, fragmentation of elites, 
military interventions
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Failed states atlas
Foreign Policy, 2012
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Regulatory Failure
An example

� California electricity crisis, 2000 - 2001
� Drought, delays in approval, market 

manipulation by Enron, caps on retail 
energy prices (partial liberalisation) by 
governor Davis

� Rolling blackouts
� Bankruptcy of PG&E, difficulties of 

Southern California Edison
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Markets work perfectly if the 6 
following conditions are satisfied 

(N. G. Mankiw, 2002)

1. Universality of all rare products (= all rare 
products must have an owner; property 
rights)

2. Universal tradability of products
3. Perfect competition 
4. Internalisation of technological 

externalities
5. Adequate financing of public goods
6. Elimination of information asymmetry
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Not a market failure:

� Price tendency to decay or to rise
� Too strong competition, too high imports
� Too low wages, insufficient purchasing power
� Poverty, widening gap between rich and poor
� Enterprise failures, bankruptcies
� Speculation 

Partial market failure
� Short term price volatility (“stuttering” of the 

market, no clear market signal to investors)
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A) Property rights of rare goods
NB: “rare” = useful (or wanted) and in relative rare  supply

� Principle: all rare goods must have an 
owner

� In general: Propriety definition in civil 
code; propriety acquisition through (1) 
production of, or (2) purchase of rare good

� Rare energy goods: in biosphere (wood, 
bio-fuels), in lithosphere (fossil, fissile, 
geothermal), in hydrosphere (hydropower, 
ocean power), in atmosphere (wind)

9
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Remarks of interest
� Concessions: state exercises power of 

ownership and allows concessionaire to use 
state resources (e.g. mineral or water 
resources)

� ECT Art. 13: protect investor against 
expropriation by state 

� Draft Transit Protocol: forbids taking (theft) of 
energy in transit (“non-technical losses”)

� Recognised exception to property principle: 
“the sun is free” (is not a market failure); 
applies also to the wind
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B) Universal tradability of goods

� Principle: all rare goods must be universally 
tradable

� Basis for existence of markets
� Restrictions to tradability create market failures
� Political decision makers may wish certain 

markets to fail (e.g. drug dealing)
� In energy: large part of non-commercial energy 

supply (wood, biomass) in less developed 
countries: is not lack of tradability
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1) Perfect competition

� Principle: all markets must be free from market 
dominance by individual agents

� Dominance caused by natural monopolies (i.e. 
where multiplayer production is more costly than 
single player production) 

� In grid industries: natural monopoly = first and 
last mile (not the grid in general)

� State to eliminate dominant positions on natural 
monopolies by special legislation (competition 
legislation or sector legislation) 
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Competition or sector policy

� First competition law: US antitrust legislation 
1890; the Standard Oil case (1890s – 1911)

� ECT Art. 6 (competition),  ICMS reports on de-
monopolisation

� WTO trade-related competition rules (aborted 
early in Doha Round)

� EU energy legislation: Third Party Access = 
competition on the grid, not among grids

� Integrated energy enterprises: legal or de facto
monopolies (not natural monopolies)
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2) Internalisation of externalities

� Definition: externalities (or external effects) are 
costs or benefits caused by one agent affecting 
(an)other agent(s). Two types of externalities: 
“real” or “technological” (have no effects on 
prices) and “false” or “pecuniary” (cause price 
changes)

� Principle: Markets normally fail to internalise 
technological or real externalities; states have to 
internalise them by way of special legislation
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Examples of real externalities 
(here: only negative technical externalities)

� Products dangerous for health (e.g. Asbestos, 
DDT, nuclear waste) 

� Non-sustainable use of regenerative resources 
(e.g. overfishing, overhunting)

� Anthropogenic climate change (“the greatest 
market failure ever”, N. Stern, 2006)

� Under discussion: use of fossil/fissile energy 
resources (“peak oil” etc.)

� => internalisation e.g. by safety regulations, 
liability legislation, quota allocations, cap-and-
trade, specific indirect taxes; resource funds for 
future generations
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3) Public goods
(public goods = special case of positive externalit ies)

� Definition of public goods: Goods the 
consumption of which is (a) non-
excludable (impossible to exclude active 
or passive free riders) and (b) non-
rivalrous (consumption by one does not 
affect consumption by others) and (c) 
which are produced by a public entity 

� Principle: market fails to produce adequate 
finance for public goods; need to be 
financed by user contribution and/or 
protected by special legislation
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Examples of public goods
� Fundamental research (e.g. CERN), 

availability of skilled labour
� National defence, public security
� Freely available radio or TV programmes
� Street lighting, light houses, firework
� Energy security; Energy Charter Treaty
� Counter-example: sunshine (not produced 

by public entity)
� Counter-example: electricity grid 

(excludability and rivalry both exist)
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Financing public goods

�Tax (“Pigou Tax”)
�System of contributions: 

proportional to income or wealth
�For applied research: patent 

protection (exclusivity of receiving 
earnings during some period)
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4) Information asymmetry
(Akerlof/Spence/Stigliz, Nobel price winners, 2001)

� Information asymmetry can make markets fail 
(give wrong incentives)

� Most prominent examples: Insider trading (stock 
markets), NINA-credits (banking crisis, 2008), 
absence of bio-labels (agriculture)

� Short term price volatility: partial market failure
� In energy:
� Electricity labelling
� Energy efficiency labels of equipment
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Conclusions (1)
� Energy sector was historically at the heart of 

the first market failure (Rockefeller, Standard Oil, 
1890s)

� Market failures of actuality in today’s energy 
policies: liberalisation of grid industries

� Market failures of high importance for 
tomorrow’s energy policies: sustainability 
policies

� Academic research on market failures still poor 
(little consensus) and strongly influenced by 
political moods; market failures to be seen jointly 
with state failures and regulatory failures 

� Recent and future research: Externalities and 
Information asymmetry, price volatility
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Conclusions (2) on ECT

� ECT is at heart to address some fundamental 
(older) types of market failures:

� Expropriation (ECT Art. 13), Forbid Taking (dTP)
� Competition (ECT Art. 6), De-monopolisation 

(ICMS, blue book)
� ECT Could do more in the following (newer) 

fields :
� Externalities (internalisation of external costs, 

improving sustainability)
� Information asymmetry (electricity labelling, 

short term price volatility)
� Market failure, regulatory failure, state failure
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Thank you for your attention


